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ABSTRACT
Curve skeleton extraction from unorganized point cloud is a fundamental task of computer vision
and three-dimensional data preprocessing and visualization. A great amount of work has been done
to extract skeleton from point cloud. but the lack of standard datasets of point cloud with ground
truth skeleton makes it difficult to evaluate these algorithms. In this paper, we construct a brand
new tree-structured point cloud dataset, including ground truth skeletons, and point cloud models.
In addition, four types of point cloud are built on clean point cloud: point clouds with noise, point
clouds with missing data, point clouds with different density, and point clouds with uneven density
distribution. We first use tree editor to build the tree skeleton and corresponding mesh model. Since
the implicit surface is sufficiently expressive to retain the edges and details of the complex branches
model, we use the implicit surface to model the triangular mesh. With the implicit surface, virtual
scanner is applied to the sampling of point cloud. Finally, considering the challenges in skeleton
extraction, we introduce different methods to build four different types of point cloud models. This
dataset can be used as standard dataset for skeleton extraction algorithms. And the evaluation between
skeleton extraction algorithms can be performed by comparing the ground truth skeleton with the
extracted skeleton.
Keywords Point Cloud Dataset · Skeletonization · Curve skeleton
1 Introduction
As one-dimensional topological description method of 3D geometric model, curve skeleton extracted from point cloud
provides an intuitive and effective representation of underlying geometry feature, has been used in many areas such as
computer animation and geometric deformation, model segmentation and 3D reconstruction. Extracting skeleton from
point cloud has become a popular research topic in the fields of computer version and data visualization .
There are many ways to capture the point cloud, such as 3D terrestrial laser scanners (TLS), image-based 3D reconstruc-
tion methods and multiple view stereo (MVS) technique. Due to the limitation of acquisition method and technology,
the obtained point cloud will be disturbed by noise and outliers, heavy data occlusion and uneven density distribution.
Therefore, it is very challenging for extracting skeleton from the point cloud.
Util now, many methods have been proposed to extract skeletons from point cloud. For instance, Tagliasacchi et
al.[1]propose an algorithm for extracting curve skeleton from imperfect point cloud. Huang et al.[2], Mei et al.[3]
extract skeletons from point cloud with missing and noisy data. Distance field guided L1-median method [4] solves
the problem of skeleton extraction from point cloud with uneven density. In these algorithms, the point cloud datasets
for extracting skeleton are not unified, coming from public point cloud dataset or raw scanned point cloud. And these
datasets usually do not contain ground truth skeletons. Thus, evaluation and comparison between these algorithms has
become a difficult problem to solve.
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Among all types of point cloud, tree-structured point cloud model is complex case with complex branches. In this paper,
we create a new tree-structured point cloud dataset programmatically containing 900 tree models. Each tree model
contains point cloud model, and corresponding ground truth skeleton. In the process of modeling, we take into account
tree models with different scales, different branch densities, and different branch complexity levels. Besides, these
program-built point cloud models will simulate the point cloud scanned from natural environment and are challenging
for typical skeleton extraction algorithms. We construct different types of point cloud models with noise, missing data
and non-uniform point distribution and different point density. Building this dataset includes the following steps:
1. Using the tree editor to outline the skeleton of the tree model and generate the corresponding mesh model for
later processing.
2. Modeling triangle mesh with implicit surface and simulating the distance scan to obtain point cloud.
3. Constructing four different types of point clouds based on the scanned point cloud : different density of points,
noise, missing data, and varying point density distribution.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our dateset, we test L1 method[2] on tree point cloud from visually and quantitative
aspects. Our dataset is publicly available at https://github.com/liujiboy/TreePointCloud.git. The point
cloud models can be used as standard dataset for skeletonization algorithm. Four different types of point cloud models
can be used to assess the robustness of algorithms. In addition,the ground truth skeleton can be used to quantitatively
evaluate the skeleton extraction algorithms.
2 Related Work
There are many algorithms aimming at extracting curve skeleton. The latest researches are presented at SkelNe-
tOn@CVPR19 workshop, such as Liu et al.[5], Yang et al.[6], Atienza et al.[7] and Demir et al.[8]. However, these
methods are mainly based on deep learning to extract skeletons from 2D images. We only summary the latest works on
skeleton extraction from unorganized 3D point cloud.
2.1 Graph-based method
Ogniewicz and Ilg .[9] use the Voronoi graph of the boundary point and the residual function to reduce the spurious
branch from the topological branch. Bucksch et al.[10] propose a graph-based approach that divides points into octree
cells and removes the cycles in this graph to get the skeleton. The result of the skeletonization depends on the depth
of the octree, and if the octree cell is large enough, the results of the skeletonization are satisfactory. However, the
topology correctness of the skeleton still has problems.
Works[11] introduce a skeleton representation of a point cloud graph, extending the Reeb diagram to high-latitude point
cloud space representation. They later make some improvements in this method. They[12] build octrees and use the
extracted octree diagrams to retract the point clouds back to the skeletons and embed them in the Reeb diagrams in
order to preserve the topology information. Aim to reconstruct a large number of overlapping tree point clouds, Li et al
.[13]propose an optical flow based feature-matching algorithm to acquire high-quality point clouds. This method apply
a global optimization strategy to build a branch structure graph(BSG) for each tree and then synthesize a finer structure
from the BSG.
Staff’s method[14] base on the idea of deformable model. This method tracks the center of the front of the point cloud,
then merges and filters the generated arc according to the branch structure to get the curve skeleton of the object. Guo
at el.[15] propose a deformable model called an arterial snake in order to extract the structure of complex and fine
man-made objects. The surface of the objects are defined as tubular shapes. The scan data is fitted by growing a short
snake-shaped curved segment from the tubular region.
2.2 Optimization-based method
Tagliasacchi et al.[1]propose an algorithm for extracting a curve skeleton from an imperfect point cloud. This method
constructs a generalized rotational symmetry axis (ROSA) based on a set of directional points, depending on the a
priori of the generally cylindrical shape of the curve skeleton. The skeleton is obtained by minimizing the sum of the
projection distances extended from the point cloud normal. It also requires pre-processing of data containing noise and
topological defects.
Cao et al.[16] extend the work of Au et al.[17]by making Laplacian-based contraction in slightly incomplete point cloud
point cloud data and use opological thinning method to shrink curve skeleton. The algorithm is not ideal for datasets
with severe data missing, and the quality of the acquired skeleton is heavily dependent on the tuning parameters.
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In order to deal with incomplete point cloud data, Wang et al.[18] propose a global optimization method based on
structure-aware global optimization (SAGO). Firstly, the approximate tree skeleton is obtained from the distance
minimum spanning tree (DMst). Then stretching direction toward the tree skeleton branch, SAGO method recovers lost
data from an incomplete TLS point cloud. Finally, DMst is applied to obtain a refined tree skeleton.
Wang at el.[19] propose a data-driven modeling approach that effectively reconstructs trees from incomplete TLS
point clouds. They first extract the rough skeleton from the original point cloud by the minimum distance spanning
tree method (DMst). A skeleton-based Laplacian contraction process is proposed to shrink the tree point cloud into a
skeleton point cloud. Redundant dictionary is used to learn and reconstruct the local structure to obtain a more accurate
point density.
Huang et al.[2] restore the key structures from the 3D point cloud by using the L1-median projection operator. The
L1 median is used to describe the unique global center of a given set of points. This method obtains the skeleton by
gradually expanding the size of the neighborhood to grow and iterate. As an advanced method, the algorithm can
directly operate on raw scan data with noise, outliers and large areas of missing data without pre-processing.
A lot of work has been improved on the basis of L1-median. Mei et al.[3] improve the method based on the L1-median.
The L1-median was used to extract the rough tree skeleton. Considering the dominant direction of each point and the
point density of the local region, an iterative optimization process is developed to recover missing data. Finally, they
propose a L1-minimum spanning tree (MST) algorithm for refining the tree skeleton from an optimized point cloud.
Song et al.[4]combine the advantages of the distance field and the L1-median method. First, the input point cloud is
voxelized to obtain the voxel representation of the point cloud. Then the distance field of the point cloud is calculated
according to the theory that the distance between each voxel and the model boundary is the closest. Finally, according
to the distance field, a more appropriate domain size can be specified in the L1-median optimization process, avoiding
repeated iteration problems. This method is robust and effective to the raw scanned point cloud data.
In a recent work, qin et al.[20] introduce the concept of mass drive curve skeleton (MdCS) while retaining the geometric
properties and mass distribution of the curve skeleton. Skeleton extraction by minimizing the Wasserstein distance
between the point cloud and its curved skeleton. The curve skeleton extraction is formulated as the optimal mass
transfer problem. The algorithm is directly applied to extract curve skeletons from incomplete point clouds. Not relying
on the appropriate neighborhood size makes the algorithm more robust.
2.3 Point cloud datasets
In previous works, different algorithms use different point cloud datasets to extract skeleton. Works[12][21] [3][19]focus
on extracting skeletons from tree point clouds. TLS is used to scan real trees to acquire tree point cloud with different
density, missing and noise features. Tagliasacchi et al.[1] use a virtual scanner to collect point cloud from a set of views
around a complete surface model, and gradually remove points captured from different views to simulate incomplete
data. Researcher[2][16][20][4]use public datasets and various raw scanned point cloud to validate their skeleton
extraction algorithms, which usually contain 3D general models of different geometric and topological features: curved
grids, highgenus shapes, thin cylindrical components, non-cylindrical geometric shapes and so on.
In recent work[22], a 2D point cloud dataset with ground truth is proposed for skeleton extraction by deep learning.
They use a 2D skeletonization algorithm[23] to generate the skeleton and manually adjust it as the ground true skeleton.
Our tree-structured dataset is 3d unorganized point cloud models constructed from the corresponding ground truth
skeletons.
In a word, there is no comprehensive and consistent dataset to verify the performance of 3D skeletonization algorithms.
And these scanned point cloud models also have no ground truth skeletons. Therefore, we devote to constructing a
point cloud dataset containing ground truth skeleton.
3 Synthetic point cloud dataset
We construct dataset that includes point cloud models of trees and corresponding ground truth skeletons. The
construction process of the dataset is shown in the Fig 1, divided into four steps:
• Firstly,we use tree editor to generate tree model, and export mesh model and corresponding ground truth
skeleton.
• We use the implicit surface to model the smooth triangular mesh.
• With implicit surface, a virtual scanner is used to simulate a distance scan to obtain point cloud.
3
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Figure 1: An overview of our point cloud datasets. The left part is mesh model generated from tree skeleton. The
middle figure is the point cloud obtained by implicit surface modeling and virtual scanning. The figure on the right is
four different types of point clouds from the scanned point cloud.
• Generating four types of point clouds by different methods.
3.1 Tree model construction
Tree is described as a trunk, which is then divided into large branches and then into smaller branches. We use a
data-driven editor that combines interactive control and parameter adjustment to easily draw the branch structure and
curve skeleton, and save the completed tree as a mesh model for later processing. We model each branch as a cylinder
whose skeleton is a 3D linear curve. The advantage of the whole process is that the trees can be modeled finely. the
branches of the trees can be stacked multiple times, and the parameters of the trunk and branches are respectively
controlled to generate trees with different attitudes.
First of all, we create a procedural trunk and modify the parameters in the trunk node editor to control the shape of the
trunk: length, radius, bending degree, etc. Then branch nodes grow from the trunk. The trunk is split, and the branch
grows. The amount , radius, and growth angle of branches vary in space. Finally, we use the node editor to manage the
result trees of all previously created nodes and display the representation in a 3d view. We create tree models of three
sizes: small, medium, and large, in which the branches and complexity increase. The skeleton and mesh of the created
tree model are show in Fig 2.
In this editor, we perform the following basic operations to control the shape of tree are show in Fig 3:
Draw curves: The skeleton of trunk is drawn. And the length and bending of the trunk are adjusted according to
parameters. Then the curve can be drawn at any point on the trunk to split the trunk.
Edit radius: Control the mesh properties of the drawn cylindrical branches by modifying the radius parameter.
Gravity effect: In order to increase the reality of the trees, the gravity bending degree of the branches is adjusted by
adding a negative z-axis gravity parameter vector to the original direction of the branches.
Bending degree: Representing the grid geometry as a set of rigid prisms connected by elastic joints, the bending effect
is achieved by modifying the positional constraints on a subset of these prisms. When the shaft deforms, the other
branches maintain relative positions and orientations.
3.2 Implicit surface modeling
In order to sample uniformly distributed point cloud, the laser-based virtual scanner require scan surface with smooth
normal field. However, the normals of triangular mesh are not continuous and smooth between faces. We approximate
an implicit surface from a triangle mesh. Since the implicit surface[24] can provide high-precision shape approximations
and accurately reconstruct sharp and small features, it is used to reconstruct surfaces from a large number of points and
polygons[25]. We create a smooth implicit surface by integrating the weight functions on the polygons[26].
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) (j) (k) (l)
Figure 2: Several types of trees are generated including ground truth skeletons and mesh models. From the first row to
the third row, the branch complexity and the number of trees increase.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3: Some operations to create a tree model in the tree editor. a is a mesh model generated from a tree skeleton. b
is the effect of increasing the trunk and branch radius. c is gravity effect. d is the effect of branch bending
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Given a point x ∈ R3, t is any point in the triangular T , t ∈ T . To approximate the triangular surface, the weight
function is defined as:
w(x, t) =
1
(|x− t|2 + 2)2 (1)
 is the smoothing factor. With the value of  is from small to large, the implicit surface is from interpolation to extreme
smoothness, for appropriate value, can completely fit the model and reconstruct small features and sharp edges.
The shape function is fitted to the triangular mesh for MPU processing. We adaptively construct an octree in a triangular
mesh for sphere filling. The radius of the sphere is the length of the octree diagonal. Then, the shape function is fitted to
the triangle contained within the sphere. In each cell i, for all triangles contained in the sphere,Ti ∈ T , nt is the triangle
normal of Ti and ci is the center of the cell i, the shape function is defined as :
si(x) = x
T
∑
Ti∈T nt
∫
t∈Ti w (ci, t) dt∑
Ti∈T
∫
t∈Ti w (ci, t) dt
−
〈∑
Ti∈T
∫
t∈Ti tw (ci, t) dt∑
Ti∈T
∫
t∈Ti w (ci, t) dt
,ni
〉
(2)
We cover the space with spheres. If the sphere is empty, the radius of the sphere is expanded until it contains a sufficient
number of triangles to provide fit.
The implicit function is estimated by blending the shape functions of all spheres containing the point, qi is a quadratic
b-spline function centered at si:
f(x) =
∑
qi(x)si(x)∑
qi(x)
(3)
3.3 Sampling
The point cloud module is the result of laser bars projecting onto implicit surfaces. We simulate the LiDAR (Light
Detection and Ranging) scanning process to perform distance scanning to obtain point cloud data with normals and
directions.
Firstly determining the scan location and register the scan. We place the scanner on a uniformly spaced position on the
object’s bounding sphere so that the camera’s orientation is aligned with the object’s centroid[27]. A synthetic range
scan is then performed. The exact range data is first generated by ray tracing the implicit surfaces. A single laser stripe
is then projected onto the range geometry to collect all of the range geometry contained in the stripe.
With these separate range scans, we next perform point cloud registration to register them in a single coordinate system.
The range scans are slightly overlapped and the registration algorithm[28] is used to align the scans. Finally, we assign
a normal to each point cloud. The PCA method is used to estimate the local tangent plane to estimate the normals, and
the minimum spanning tree method[29] is used to calculate the normal directions. The scaned point cloud models are
shown in Fig 4.
3.4 Build different types of point cloud models
We build four different point cloud models to simulate common attributes found in scanned point clouds, as shown in
Fig 5. Different methods are used to construct four types of point cloud datasets: point cloud datasets with different
density of points, noisy point cloud datasets, point cloud datasets with missing data, and point cloud datasets with
uneven density distribution. See the appendix 12 for more details.
The density of the scanned point clouds is controlled by adjusting the resolution of the virtual scanner. When scanning,
We set the resolution at three scales: 50, 100, 150. The higher the resolution, the denser the point clouds. Some cases
are shown in Fig 6.
A certain number of points are selected from the original point clouds, and point cloud models with noise are constructed
by adding Gaussian noise points in the range of thier normal direction are shown in Fig 7. The pseudocode of this
method is presented in Algorithm.1. s represents the range of noise points inserted in the normal direction. Noise point
density d means insert a noise point every d points.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) (j) (k) (l)
Figure 4: (a) to (i) are some point cloud models scanned by virtual scanner.
Algorithm 1 Point cloud with noise
Require: Tree point cloud Q = {qi}i∈I ⊂ R3; Normal vector reduction factor s; Noise point density d;
1: for i ∈ I do
2: Calculate point qi normal ni;
3: Generate a random number Gi that obeys a Gaussian distribution;
4: New point pi =qi + Ginis;
5: Insert pi to Q;
6: i = i + d;
7: end for
8: return Q;
Point cloud models with missing data are constructed by building occlusion balls and removing points within the balls
from the original point cloud. The center of the ball is a random point in the original point cloud, the radius of the ball
is λ times of the norm of the boundingbox extent vector l. The number of balls is N . Some example are shown in Fig 8.
The pseudocode is presented in Algorithm.2.
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(a) Sparse density (b) Noisy data
(c) Missing data (d) Uneven sampling
Figure 5: Common properties of scanned data on a sampled curve. The green curve is real curve, and the blue points
are the points sampled from the curve.
(a) resolution=50 (b) resolution=100 (c) resolution=150 (d) resolution=50 (e) resolution=100 (f) resolution=150
Figure 6: Some examples of different density point cloud models. In (a) to (c) and (d) to (f), the density of points
increases with resolution.
Algorithm 2 Point cloud with missing data
Require: Tree point cloud Q = {qi}i∈I ⊂ R3; Number of occlusion balls N ; The norm of the boundingbox extent
vector l; Random ratio λ;
1: for n ∈ N do
2: balln.center=random point qn;
3: balln.radius=lλ;
4: Add balln to occlusion balls;
5: end for
6: for i ∈ I do
7: if qi in occlusion balls then
8: Remove point qi form Q;
9: end if
10: end for
return Q;
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 7: Some examples of point cloud models with noise.
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(a) n=2,r=0.05 (b) n=3,r=0.09 (c) n=2,r=0.05 (d) n=3,r=0.09 (e) n=2,r=0.05 (f) n=3,r=0.09
Figure 8: Some examples of point cloud models with missing data. n is the number of occlusion ball, r is the radius of
the ball.
Point cloud dataset with uneven density distribution are constructed by inserting points within in local area of the point
cloud model. Within the scope of boundingbox, we randomly choose a range R of point density variation. In the points
within neighborhood radius r, the PCA is performed to calculate the first and second principal component. And the
added point is obtained by random multiple of the principal direction. Finally, the calculated point is inserted into the
density variation range. Some example are shown in Fig 9. The pseudocode is presented in Algorithm.3.
Algorithm 3 Point cloud with uneven density distribution
Require: Tree point cloud Q = {qi}i∈I ⊂ R3; Points Nr {qi} within neighborhood radius r; Range of point density
variation R; Random constraint factor λ1,λ2;
1: for each i ∈ I do
2: if qi in R then
3: In Nr {qi}, use PCA to calculate the first principal direction PD and the second principal direction SD ;
4: New point pi =qi + λ1PD + λ2SD;
5: Insert pi to Q;
6: else
7: continue;
8: end if
9: end for
10: return Q;
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 9: Some examples of point cloud models with varying point density. l1 and l2 are the ranges of density variation.
4 Result and analysis
To verify the effectiveness of our dataset, we use state-of-the-art L1 method[2] to extract skeleton from the tree point
cloud. L1 method uses a weighting function with a support radius to define the size of the local neighborhood, then
9
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gradually increases the support radius and produces a clean and well-connected skeleton. We download the software
provided in the paper. In order to be suitable for tree structure, we reduce initial neighborhood size and slow the growth
of neighborhood size of the algorithm to ensure the topological correctness of the tree skeleton.
Since the large-sized trees are too complex for L1 method. We select three tree point clouds from small and medium
sizes with increased complexity named tree-1,tree-2 and tree-3. In Fig 10, we validate the performance of L1 method
on the point clouds which contain sparse density, noise, missing data, and non-uniform density and evaluate the L1
method from visually and quantitative aspects.
The results show that our dataset is challenging. The first column shows the ground truth skeletons of the tree point
clouds. In the second column, when the branch complexity of the tree is low, the L1 method can propose a relatively
complete skeleton on a uniformly clean point cloud. With the increasing of branch complexity, the topology correctness
of the extracted skeleton decreases. We observe that the L1 method is very sensitive to the variation of point cloud
density. In the third column, the skeleton extracted from the sparse density point cloud is generally not effective. In the
case of noise, owing to the tight connectivity of the tree branches, L1 treats the noise points as the points of the tree
and generates incorrect skeleton point connections. In the absence of data, this method misses fine-scale structure and
produces the wrong skeleton. Skeleton extracted from point clouds with uneven density distribution contain several
incorrect branches or lose certain branches.
Figure 10: Skeleton extraction comparisons of point clouds with tree-1,tree-2 and tree-3. The first column shows the
ground truth skeletons. The skeletons extracted by L1 method from uniform point cloud are shown in second column.
The skeletons extracted from point clouds with sparse density, noise, missing data, and non-uniform density are shown
in the third and fourth, fifth and sixth columns.
For quantitative comparison, we denote the ground truth skeleton as G = (Vg, Eg), and the result of the point cloud
extraction skeleton algorithm is expressed as S = (Vs, Es). The purpose of our evaluation is to evaluate the topological
correctness of S (the accuracy of the branch and endpoint of S) and the centeredness of S (the proximity of S to G).
Hausdorff distance[30] is a measure of similarity between two sets of points. We use Hausdorff distance to measure the
maximum mismatch between the skeleton extracted from the point cloud and the ground truth skeleton:
HD(G,S) = max(max
vg∈Vg
min
vs∈Vs
‖vg − vs‖, max
vs∈Vs
min
vg∈Vg
‖vs − vg‖) (4)
In Fig 11, we give the Hausdorff distance value between the ground truth skeletons and the skeletons extracted from
different point clouds.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce the process of constructing a tree-structured point cloud dataset. Using implicit surface as an
intermediate representation to sample the point cloud from mesh model. At the same time, considering the challenges
10
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Figure 11: Haudorff distance between ground truth curve skeletons and the extracted curve skeletons with respect to
different tree models. Number 1 to 5 represent the skeletons extracted by L1 method from point clouds with sparse
density, noise, missing data and uneven density distribution, respectively.
of skeleton extraction algorithms, we construct four different types of point cloud models. As far as we know, we are
the first to propose 3D point cloud dataset with ground truth skeleton. Our dataset is publicly available for evaluation
between skeleton extraction algorithms and further research in other fields.
In future work, we plan to build other types of models to augment the standard point cloud dataset. Furthermore, our
goal is to propose a comprehensive and consistent quantitative evaluation system to better understand the advantages
and limitations of the existing point cloud skeleton extraction methods.
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A
We have added supplementary material in the Appendix A to show the diversity of our point cloud dataset, which
contains ground truth skeletons, point cloud with uniformly distribution, sparse density, noise and missing data, uneven
density distribution.
(a) skeleton model (b) Point cloud (c) Defferrnt density (d) Noise data (e) Missing data (f) Uneven distribu-
tion
Figure 12: Data supplemental of tree-structured point cloud dataset.
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